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It is proved that the determinant of the adjacency matrix for a finite subgraph G 
of Z x Z is 1, 0, or -1, provided that G has no “holes.” 
1. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We consider finite graphs G which are full subgraphs of Z X L, i.e., the 
vertices p of G have integer coordinates p = (m, n) and two vertices 
p = (m, n), p’ = (m’, n’) are adjacent if and only if m = m’ i 1, II = n’ or 
m = m’, n = n’ rfr 1. We will always think of G as imbedded in R2 so that the 
edges pp’ of G are horizontal or vertical line segments of length one from 
vertices p to p’. 
A loop r in G of length n > 2 is a recurrent sequence po,pl,...,pn =pO of 
adjacent vertices pi E G. The associated oriented closed curve fJr:ipipi+l 
in R* will also be denoted by IY We say that the loop is simple if r is non- 
self-intersecting or n = 2. 
Consider a point p E Z x Z not in G. We say that p is not enclosed by G 
if, for any integer n, there exists a sequence of distinct points po,pl ,...,p,, 
where p. =p, pi & G and each segment is either a horizontal or vertical line 
of (Euclidean) length 1, or a diagonal line of (Euclidean) length fl. We say 
that G is simply connected if each point p @ G is not enclosed by G. 
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For example, the first two graphs below are simply connected, whereas the 
third is not, 
xxx xx xxx 
xxx x x x x 
xxx xxx x x x. 
Note that, according to this definition, it is possible for a graph to be simply 
connected, but not connected in the standard graph theoretic sense. For 
example, the graph which is the union of the first two graphs above, 
positioned sufficiently far apart in Z x Z, is simply connected, but it is not 
connected. 
Remark. One can show that 
G is simply connected 
e each point p in Z x Z which is 
contained in the (topological) interior of a 
n-1 
simple loop U pi pi+ r m G belongs to G. 
i=O 
This equivalence, however, will not be used. 
The aim of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a simply connected graph with adjacency 
matrixA. Then detA is 0, 1, or -1. 
This result has the following combinatorial interpretation. We say that 
V- r,..., I-,} is a circuit in G with I components if the Ti are disjoint, simple 
loops and each vertex in G belongs to some Ti. For example, Fig. 1 
represents four of the (sixteen) possible circuits for the associated, underlying 
graph 
xx 
xxx 
xxx. 
We say that a circuit {r, ,..., T,} is even (odd) if 1 is even (odd). For example, 
the first three circuits in Fig. 1 are even, and the fourth is odd. 
FIGURE 1 
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We have 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a simply connected graph. Then the number of 
even circuits and the number of odd circuits differ at most by one. 
Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 2. Theorem 2 will be proved in 
Section 3, and Section 4 is a collection of remarks. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Assign colours, black and white, to the vertices of G according to a 
checker board pattern, i.e., adjacent vertices have opposite colours. 
Numbering first the white and then the black vertices sequentially, the 
following standard result is immediate. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be the adjacency matrix for a graph G with w white 
vertices and b black vertices. Then, in a suitable basis, A has the form 
A= 
where M is a matrix of size w x b. In particular if w # b, then det A = 0. If 
w = b, then det A = (-l)w (detM)*. 1 
Theorem 1 follows by induction from the following (a priori weaker) result 
whose proof constitutes the bulk of the paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. If det A is even, then det A is a zero. 
Indeed, suppose that Proposition 1 is true, and suppose by induction that 
Theorem 1 is true for all simply connected graphs with k < n vertices. By 
Proposition 1, it is enough to show that if a simply connected graph G has n 
vertices, and det A is odd, then det A = f 1. 
Let G be as above with det A odd. Of all the vertices in G which are 
furthest to the left, choose the one which is at the bottom. Denote it by p and 
colour it white. The vertex p can make at most two connectionsto the rest of 
G. 
P4 
x . X 
42 P3 94 
F 
X x . x 
P’Pl 41 P2 93 
absent from G 
‘LX 
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Number the white vertices pI,p2,...,pw and then the black vertices 
qi, q2,..., q*, with p =pl as indicated in the figure above. As det A # 0, 
w = b and in the notation of Lemma 1, 
is a square matrix with 
det M= ap,qlD, - aP,qZD2. (*I 
where D, is obtained from M by deleting the first row and column and D, by 
deleting the first row and the second column. Now, if G, = G\(p,, ql} and 
%=G\h>qJ> with adjacency matrices A, and A,, respectively, then, 
again by Lemma 1, det A, = f(det D,)2 and det A, = *(de-t 0,)‘. But G, 
and G, are clearly simply connected and contain n - 2 < n vertices. By the 
induction hypothesis, it follows that det D, = 1,0 or -1 (k = 1,2). Then, by 
(*) (since the a’s are 1 or 0), 1 det Ml = 0, 1, or 2, so that det A = 0, i 1 or 
54. But det A is odd, so det A = i 1. This completes the induction and 
proves Theorem 1. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Proposition 1. By 
Lemma 1, it is sufficient to consider matrices A with w = b. The idea of the 
proof is as follows. If det A is even, there exists a nontrivial solution u of 
Au = 0 (mod 2). The proof then reduces to showing how to prescribe signs 
on u to produce a (nontrivial) solution w of Aw = 0 in L. 
So we suppose that det A is even and that u is a nontrivial solution 
composed of l’s and O’s of Au = 0 (mod 2). Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that’ u(p) = 0 for ail white vertices p. This follows from 
Lemma 1, as 
Au= (iT y)[::)=O(mod2) 
is equivalent to Mu, = 0 (mod 2), M=u, = 0 (mod 2), and det M = det MT. 
We will say that the vertex p E G is active (under U) if u(p) = 1. 
Otherwise we say that p is inactive (under u). In particular all white vertices 
are inactive. Also, we will say that a white vertex p in G is of order 
k (k = 0, 2, 4) if p has k active black neighbours. 
I u(p) denotes the evaluation of the function u : G + {O, 1 } at the vertex p E G. 
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Let G, # q5 be the set of active black vertices in G. By introducing an 
adjacency relation, we make G, into a graph. Two active black vertices are 
adjacent if either of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(i) the two vertices have a common white neighbour in G of order 
two, 
(ii) the two vertices make a right angle with a neighbouring white 
vertex in G of order four. 
We use the following well-known theorem of D. Kbnig: 
G, is bipartite e G, contains no simple loops of odd length. 
We will show that G, has no such loops, so that G, is bipartite. This 
partitioning of G, means that we can define a function M’ which takes on the 
values kl at each point of G, in a way that adjacent points have opposite 
signs. Set w = 0 at all the other points, black or white, in G. Assuming this 
fact, we prove Proposition 1 by showing 
PROPOSITION 2. w  is a Z-solution of Aw = 0. 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to check (Aw)(p) = 0 at all white vertices p. 
If p is of order zero, then it has no active neighbour and (Aw)(p) = 0 is 
immediate. If p is of order two, then the two active black neighbours of p are 
adjacent in G, and hence have opposite signs. Again, (Aw)(p) = 0. Finally, 
if p is of order four, then each of the four black vertices surrounding p is 
adjacent in G, to its clockwise neighbours. Thus, (Aw)(p) = +l - 1 
+1-l=O. I 
As G, # q$ w is non-trivial and hence det A = 0, proving Proposition 1. 1 
It remains to show that all simple loops in G, are of even length. Suppose 
that r”= qOql . . . q,, q0 = qn of length IZ in G,. The loop f induces a closed 
curve C- Uy:i (qiqitl) in R2, where qiqi+, is the straight line segment in 
Rz from qi to qi+l. The curve C is a union of diagonal segments of 
(Euclidean) length $? and horizontal or vertical line segments of 
(Euclidean) length 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. C is a simple curve. 
Proof. As r” is simple in G,, it is enough to show that two segments can 
only meet at endpoints. This is obvious for a segment of length 2 and one of 
length \/T. Furthermore, the configuration depicted in Fig. 2 is excluded as 
there are no diagonals in C joining two white points. Finally, the 
configuration illustrated in Fig. 3 violates the fact that p, and pz (also pi and 
pi+ i) are adjacent in G,. 1 
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pi+l 
FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 
By Proposition 3, C has a simply connected interior Qn,. Let G, denote all 
the points of Z x Z in a,. 
PROPOSITION 4. G,cG. 
ProoJ: Note first that all black points in C are active: in particular, they 
belong to G. Furthermore, the white points p in C are in G by definition, as 
qi and qi+l are adjacent in G, (see Fig. 4). Now assume that there is a point 
p in 0, not in G. As G is simply connected, there is a curve C’ made of 
diagonal intervals of length fi and horizontal and vertical segments of 
length one starting fromp, passing only through points not in G and crossing 
C. However, C’ cannot cross C at a point in Z X Z, since those points 
belong to G. The only possibility is that C and C’ cross as in Fig. 5. But this 
cannot happen, as p and q do not belong to G, forcing qi and qi+ I to be non- 
adjacent; a contradiction. I 
We now turn G, into a graph by introducing an adjacency relation: two 
points p and q in G, c G are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in G 
and p4 c 0,. Let A, denote the corresponding adjacency matrix for G, and 
let v denote the restriction of u to G,. 
Note. It is easy to see that G, is an induced subgraph of G, but we will 
not use this fact. 
x x 
q, P qi+l 
FIGURE 4 
C 
FIGURE 5 
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X 
41 
)( (uk13) = uiqq) = 0) 
P 42 
X 
93 
FIGURE 6 
PROPOSITION 5. A,u = 0 (mod 2). 
ProoJ It is enough to show that (A,u)(p) = 0 (mod 2) for all the white 
points p in G,. Ifp is a white point in Q,, then its four black neighbours, qi, 
1 < i < 4, say, are in 0,) and hence in G, c G. Also, all the edges pqi are in - 
Q,. Thus, 
(‘GfJ)(P) = +I,) + Q,) + Q3) + +?A 
= 4cll) + 4%) + 423) + +!‘I) 
= (Az~)(P) 
= 0 (mod 2). 
If p is a white point in C, then, by definition, it has only two active black 
neighbours, q1 and q2, say (see Fig. 6), where q1 and q2 belong to C, hence 
to Cc. Moreover, px and pq2 are in Q,. Thus, again, 
&~)(P) = G,) + G) 
=1+1 
= 0 (mod 2). 1 
Let B, (resp. IV,) denote the sets of black (resp. white) points in C with k 
neighbours in G,, I < k < 4. Clearly, W, = W, = W, = 0. Let S# denote the 
cardinality (mod 2) of any finite set S. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 1 we must show that the length of r” 
is even, i.e., Bf + B;’ + Bf + Bf = 0 (mod 2). This is accomplished by 
combining Propositions 6 and 7. 
PROPOSITION 6. Br + B,” = 0 (mod 2). 
Proof. Decompose C into maximal horizontal, vertical and diagonal’ 
segments. Let H, V, D, be the sets of segments of each type. A point in the 
* Note that, for example. 
/ 
+f 
? 
is not (contained in) a maximal diagonai segment. 
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boundary of a segment is called a corner point of C, otherwise it is an edge 
point. The proof breaks into a number of simple facts. 
(i) Corner points are black. In particular, points in W, are edge 
points. 
This follows directly from the definition of the adjacency relation in G,. 
In an obvious notation, 
B7 + B; + B;‘+ B4#= @Lrners)# + (Be&# 
= (B corners)#+ (Bd)#+ ~Bh,u)~ 
(ii) (B corners)# = H# + V# + D#. 
As C is simple, the number of corners equals the total number of 
segments. Also by (i), all corner points are black. 
(iii) (BJ# + D# = 0 (mod 2). 
Add (mod 2) the displacements in the horizontal direction3 say, of all the 
maximal segments in C. Segments in H (by (i)) or in V do not contribute to 
the parity of the total sum. As all edge points of a diagonal segment are 
black, the diagonal segments contribute a displacement 
c [(number of edge points in segment) + 1 ] = (Bd)#+ D” (mod 2). 
SegmentsinD 
The result follows as the total horizontal displacement along a closed 
curve is obviously even. 
(iv) (Bh.“)#= @- H#- VT 
(%,J#= c [(number of white edge points in 
=gmentsinHorY segment) - I] = q-- H#- b’# (mod 2). 
By (ii), (iii), and (iv), 
BF+Bf+Br+Bf= W,“(mod2). 
The proposition now follows from 
(v) Bf+Bf+ fl=O(mod2). 
The sum of the degrees of the vertices in Q, is even, as each edge is 
counted twice. Points in Q, \r, however, as well as points in B, or B,, do 
not contribute to the total parity. I 
3 In other words, the lengths of the projections of the maximal segments, regarded as 
vectors in b?‘, in the horizontal direction. 
582bj35/3-6 
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Remark. The proof of Proposition 6 is motivated by (and can be reduced 
to) the following transparent result: 
PROPOSITION 6’. Let r”l be a simple, closed loop in Z x Z consisting 
only of horizontal and vertical segments, but where white corners are now 
allowed. Then the number of black (or white) corners is even. 
Indeed the maximal horizontal segments are of three types. The segments 
with two black end points or two white end points make no contribution 
(mod 2) to the displacement in the horizontal direction. The segments with 
end points of different colours, however, each contribute 1 (mod 2), so there 
must be an even number of them. 0 
Let p + y(p) be a real (or complex) valued function on G,, and define the 
Laplacian, A, = A, - 4. Then 
PROPOSITION 7 (Stokes theorem). CPEGC (A, y)(p) = - 3 CpEB, y(p) - 
2c JJEB2 y(p) - C,,B,“W,Y(P). 
Proof For any p E G,, the term y(p) occurs in the sum over p in G,, 
with coefficient [(number of neighbours of p) - 41. If p E Qc, then it has 
four neighbours and the term cancels out. The result now follows from the 
definitions. n 
Setting y = v and using Proposition 5 we obtain 
Bf+O+B,#=O(mod2). 
Together with Proposition 6, this completes the proof of Proposition 1. a 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As is well known (see, e.g., [l]), it is possible to express the determinant 
of any matrix in a graphical way. We will show, in particular, that if G is a 
graph with adjacency matrix A, then 
det A = (# even circuits) - (# odd circuits). 
Together with Theorem 1, this is sufficient to prove Theorem 2. 
Suppose G is of order U. Then det A = CnES, (sgn Z) a,,,,, ... unnCnj. 
Let 7~ be a permutation in S, for which a,,C,, .a. unnCnI # 0 (and 
hence = 1). Factor n into cycles. Each cycle corresponds to a simple loop in 
G; in particular, each cycle has even order. Moreover, as a,,,,, ... anrrCnj # 0, 
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each vertex in G belongs to one of the cycles. In other words each rr E S, 
with al,(l) *-* %n(n) # 0 corresponds to a (unique) circuit in G. The converse 
is clearly also true. Consider zc E S, with a,,,,, a.. unncn) # 0 and factor n 
into cycles or ... oj. Then sgn 7~ = (sgn a,) ... (sgn aj). But sgn oi = -1, 
1 < i <j, as each oi has even order. The formula for det A now follows and 
this proves Theorem 2. 1 
4. REMARKS 
(1) It is possible to strengthen Theorem 1 in a number of ways. For 
example, let G be a simply connected graph in 2 X 2. Remove from G any 
number of vertices of the same colour, to obtain a graph G’. Then a careful 
check of the proof of Section 2 shows that Theorem 1 continues to hold for 
G’. Indeed, without loss we can assume that the vertices removed are all 
black. The key observation is the following: if Au = 0 (mod 2) in G’ (u is 
zero on the white points), and we extend u trivially to G, i.e., u(p) = 0 for 
p E G\G’. Then, again, Au = 0 (mod 2) but now on the simply connected 
graph G, and the proof goes through as before. 
In a similar way, one can show, for example, that Theorem 1 holds for 
simply connected regions G from which a cross 
X 
x . x 
X 
has been removed. 
(2) Theorem 1 has no obvious generalization to n > 2. For example, 
take G to be the vertices of a unit cube in R3. A simple calculation then 
shows that det A = 9. 
(3) If G in Z x Z is not simply connected, det A can assume any 
square value. For example, one can show that for a rectangular graph of size 
(2n - 1) x (2~) with the two central points removed, detA = (-1)” n2. For 
example, for the graphs 
xxxx xxxxxx 
X X xxxxxx 
xxxx xx xx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
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one has determinants 4 = (-l)* 2* and -9 = (-1)3 3*, respectively. 
Moreover the sign of det A can be changed at will be adjoining a pair bond 
to G at a distance in an obvious way. 
(4) Theorem 1 can be used to construct a large number of totally 
unimodular matrices, i.e., matrices all of whose minors have determinant 1, 
0, or -1. For example, consider the (simply connected) graph G 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxx 
xxx 
Then the matrix A4 (see Lemma 1) associated with G is totally unimodular. 
Indeed, the minors of A4 are obtained by removing equal numbers of black 
and white points from G. But the removal of any points from G leaves the 
graph simply connected. 
Other examples are 
xxxxxxx 
xxx xxx 
xxx xxx 
and 
xxxx x 
x x x xp x 
x x x x4 x 
xxxx x 
where the “Riemann cut” means that p and q, say, are not adjacent. 
(5) Theorem 1 reduces the calculation of the determinant of a simply 
connected graph to deciding whether or not the adjacency matrix is inver- 
tible. In general this is still a formidable problem, but in the special case of 
m X n rectangles one can show that the matrix is invertible if and only if 
m + 1 and n + 1 are relatively prime. If indeed they are relatively prime, then 
computing the eigenvalues explicitly and using Theorem 1, one obtains the 
interesting identity (somewhat tricky to prove directly) 
2”” ,IIT,, [co, ($1 + cos (-&I] = (-lP2. 
l</<Vl 
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Finally, for arbitrary m and n the dimension of the kernel of the adjacency 
matrix is [gcd(m + 1, n t l)] - 1. 
(6) For a graph G in Z X Z, note again that A = A + 4, where A is 
discrete Laplacian on G with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Theorem 1 then 
states that det(A + 4) equals 0, 1, or -1. For a geometric-graph theoretic 
interpretation of other spectral invariants, e.g., the sums of powers of the 
eigenvalues of A, see [2]. 
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